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A CRITIQUE OF SCIENCE RESEhRGI IN MI•.Ll,YSIA
by
AZIZ\N Bi..HI,iZUDDIN AND MOHJ.~l1.D l..LI HJ.Gi>N'
l..bstract
The aim of the paper is to give a general overvd.ew of the st2.te
of .SC1ence research in Malaysia today, i.e. to try to evaluate its
sUccesses in terms of the needs of the nation and the problems that
it faces. In doing this the authors try to argue for the case of encouraging
a greater component of indigenouS science to be considered in the research
fraternity. Finally some suggestions as to how the above could be
implemented are givc:1.
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~ Introduction-...__;:.:..!..='=';;;:':;~'=';:':;'~
As a developing nation we in Malaysia do not differ from the rest
Of the world Ln our h d t t' t d '• opes an exrec a ~ons owar s sc~ence as a vital means
of attaining the so called "higher standards of living" or Ilbetter quality
of l'fl. e" for ourselves. It is because of this that quitely and unobtrusively
(lmtil lately that is) science and technology have changed much of the
faee of our life, and today we come to a point where amongst other things,
eC:C"\no '. nuc considerc.tions have forced us to stop, and examine th5.s new
inst't 'l. ubon, to see if its orientation could be changed (if this is at all
~SSible) a little so that science and technology could be integrated and
bec:a me one with the most important needs of our country as well as being
at Peace with our traditions and beliefs.
..
In what follows we would like to focus our attention on that little
known and understood activity, called science research and in doing so see
WhE:ther indigenuity can be injected into it so as to make it in line with
OUr oWn needs.
At the same time we would also like to highlight some of the major
Dtoblas ems this effort would/could entail. l, brief cvervievJ of several
Peets of )science research (especially in the universities will also
DteSented.
F' flnally some suggestions for improvement will also be of ered.
Defination(s) of science
~~ The Latin scientia (scire, to learn, to know), in its widest sense,
"~<:lns~h learning or knowledge.But the English word "Science" is used as a
. Ortened~ 'Q . term for only natural science these days. scf.ence therefore may
E:fined I~tUQ as an ordered knjwledgc of natural phenomc.na and the rational
Y Of th .~p e relations b~tw.~n the concepts in which these phenomena are
t'(:sSed (1)• S basically, science is knowledge and science research ought
(1)
O~rnpler
Qnd W.C.,
r ligion.
H story of Science and its relation with philosophy
Murray Printing Co., U.S.H. 1979. pg. xiii.
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to be, among other things, the conscious use and manipulation of thiS
knowledge to obtain even more knowledge about nature.
It has also been suggested by historians of science that its
ce51origin could actually be traced in the observations of natural ocurreO• t~or.
, d' tl invellsuch as the apparent movements of the heavenly bodies, an' ~n 'le
of crude implemen-ts, in the case of the physical sciences; and in the
d
° b' 1 ° C~l allobservatl.ons of pLerrt.sanimals and man in the case of the a,o oqa c.-
do 10 (2) f ° dO ts.fOrme lca sCJ.enceso In both cases man have ound some J.ngre len - J
increasing the safety and comforts of his life. Fc:rhaps this original
° .,s ahumble beginnings of science should be taken special note of as lt 1"1<-'
. ° at!!
bearing on the problem that we face in deciding what is important :tn
science research.
tlOPThroughout history there has always been a debate on the queS J-iS
S-',e orof whet.he r science should primarily be carried out for its own or-
t j.t
science mainly to serve the multifarious needs of man mainly7 'Iopl.l
°el'1Ce,slightly differently then, should the first criterion for doing sO ·tl
qtJaV
in a developing country like Malaysia be for the improvement of the
of life of the people, especially the poor'? This is a very importopt
question that needs to be considered seriously as it is basically u~~we .
its evaluation that we think the therre of the paper has been chosen- tt(l~~
the fasnaIl See what types of answers ere given by some scientists in sj.$
section. The scholars as usual are divided in their opinion and analYof
to this problem but we thin~ that it should lie sufficiently outside
e orthe inherent 'objectivity' and 'neutrality' of science for everyon ~ef.
. 5 of·
anyone who is at all concernec to give their value-laden (scier.ce J.. 10
tter• ~thought. to be value-free) feelings and rational opinion on the ma )?<1cO'
haSsay otherwise would be to admit that the accusation that 'science
(3) l.lCt85a religion of its own' is a true one. The following are a few q
d fet
about what science should be to man or what purposes it should hol
man.
(2) OPe cit.
I
(3) Feyerabend p. IIHow to Defend Society hgainst Science" Re.dical
Philosophy No: 11, 1975, 3-5
••• 3/_
Ideally science arises out:of our endeavours to experience that
which· . ..lS slgnlflcant and beautiful in t11eworld around us. The purpose of
s .ClenCe Ls....to establish a good reli"ltions!1ipbetween peop.Lo and cosmos, and
PeoPle and (4 \people. ) Science is something that is created by people as
Q res 1- U t of their attempts to realise desirable human ends. At its ideal
best, science is the outcome of people seeking to discover, knoVJ, experience,
;pprehend, understand and appreciate that which is significant, interesting,
ascinating, and beautiful in the world around us.(S)
From the above it should be clear to us that there is nothing wrong
with, nor are we being too naive if we say that we ~ determine ourselves
how We want to influence the directionsof our science research. Our
SCientists shou Ld_ not be too upset if they will no longer be jumping on
thebUnd-wagon of the big popular science of the west for it has been
est·as lrnatedthat big science can never thrive in the third world anyway
the limited resources in the nations concerned will be an unsurmountable
C:onstraint.
Indigenous science the answer?
th It seems that more and more people seem to be having the opinion
at the
1 Solution or at least p::rtio.lsolution, to the ebove dilemma couldie .In whN. at we may Cell 'indigenous' science. For the purposes of the
"l.sCU"'e sSion that might follow, W8 would first of all like to define what
l11ean by this termo
th Certainly not much have been researched upon and documented on
e sUb.no ]ect. This perhaps would make our task less hazardous although by
mean~ S any simpler. This is not surprising perhaps as the concept itselfst
~s prObably has not originated from the west but it has arisen perhaps
Q re~ SUIt of needs which are similarly indigenous. Having said the above
thaps· .lndlgenous science can be taken to mean :-
lOC:Cil "that a certain scientific idea (theory, method e+c , ) whether of
Q~ Or exotic origin (after all, science is supposed to be universal) is
P1:i.edC:a" Or Used locally or that the technology that is attached to it is
·'Stt"tl.~ cted in line with, local needs and as far as possible using local
tet·
~ls "
(4) -_ ----
~~X'v:E.-llNo, "\vhat's irong with Sciencp", Bran's Head Books Ltd.
(5) eat Britain 1976., pq , 2
~.r~.j..~. pg. 4.
.,
... 4/-
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OR
" by indigenous science, we could aLso mean scientific ideas or
knovIledge (agLlirideveloped locally or otherwise) about the Locn I natural
environmE'nt, as opposed to' fClreign environment. 11
Perhaps it should also be included that one implicit quality that an
indigenous science should also possess is it being utilitarian. i~lSO,
in this context I indigenous science could also be closely related to
. t t h 1 . h h fam;l;ar witn'appr-opr-i a e ec no ogy, a term wh i.c per ups \ve are more .....-L
.,,~tll
No matter how much claim science have on neutrality and object~
the research that scientists carry out nevertheless should not escape ~
. f eve
:social, cultural and economic scrutiny as science affects the 11fe a pi)
those who do not prc.ctise it to 2. very greut degree, as can be seen afllO for
others in the environmental problems that we are facing at the moment! . t$
instance. Our problems und needs dictate that our science too must do ~
equal share, and it is in playing this prescribed role that we hope
indigenuity can help.
20 Current state of research in science
2.1 Universities
jJ\
So far no comprehensive study of the current state of'science
M laysia have been carried out. There are one or two seminar papers net'
the otpointing out the need for cooperation between universities and pe(lqChee
letecolflP
tl1cbut
overview. v~e did feel the urge to conduct; the research ourselveS, ,..j,d!
vJe>
time factor did not permit us to dt' so. How then can we go about on
S
.C(lC
e1
scJ.
research organisations (see Iilldullah Mohd & Ong Khong Seng and
(6)Lim & M. Sahathavan, for example), but these do not give any
the question of whether enough money is being spent on indigenoUS
Besides, as has been stated in the previous section, the concept of
out'indigenous science itself has only been recently been brought to
attention.
(6) lilldullah Mohi3.mmad Yusof & Ong Khong Seng 1980
Chee Peng Lim & M. Sahathavan 1980
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However there has been a limited survey (on about 80 scientists fronl
the various universities, a large proportion of who were from the U.N.)
c (7)arried out by Abu Hassan Osman in 1977. Host of the description about ,
the scientists and their research activities in the following sections,
will be based upon this s tudy and our own observations. We feel that this
is quite valid-b~cause mos~ of the conclusions drawn in the study is quite
relev~'1t to ott-quitetrue of the majority of the scientific community in
M 1I·a u.::{sia.
~ spent in resenrch
Only a small proportion of the scientists consider themselves to
have enough time to do their research (about 20%). The rest felt that time
has been a major constraint which limits their effective role as effective
researches; this is apparently due to their heavy involvement in teaching,
Q.drninistrationand committee duties. I>1anywho have reached senoir academic
~OSitions eventually may become competent administrators but certainly it
redUces their capacity "for active production of knowledge". In conjunction
With thoas the overall universi.ty research system is relatively weak ,
since the major organisational structure puts emphasis on teaching of
\l.na (8)ergraduates and not on research oriented graduate studies. Moreover,
research positions as a system of vertical mobility have not been created
ind .epepdent of administrative positions in the university system. There-
fore any form of upward social mobility that scientists can aspire to is
Primarily academic administrative positions. (9)
In sum, the work of the academic scientist is confined largely
to teaChing and administrative duties. The organisational structure
S\l.Pp •arts this arrangement. Some scientists carry out rout~ne adnunistrative
resP9pSibilities, planning, decision making, recruiting, and budgeting.
Other~ find a heavy teaching load _ on the average, 15 - 20 hours a week
...Q.nobstacle to creative research. In fact for the majority of scientists
the scarcity of time is a true situation and not a kind of defence
~chanism for them to hide their lack of involvement in research, scholarly
Produ t. tabl 1 kc ~vity and intellectual vocation behind a respec e c 00. •
Abu Hassan Osman 1978
2E. Cit.
£E. Cit.
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Obviously, scientists are heavily engaged in instnlcting a major
part of the future intelligentsia & the professional" technological,
. 1 tatiOl'lmanagerial and teaching pers0nnel who are essential for the ~mp emen
of the national development plan. Consequently, given the present internal
structure of the university, with the principle of financing - built
around purely didactic categories (especially the newer universities),
the balance between teaching and research will remain heavily on teaching·
Research careers as opposed to teaching careers have yet to be created
. h . 't t (10)~n t e un~vers~ y sys em.
(11)Factors influenFing choice of research problems
Autonomy and independence are basic to the satisfaction the
scientists find in their research work. The question put forward to the
scientists was 'Do scientists work on problems which they consider
"their own"'?'. It was found that on the whole, 97% work mostly on
their own initiated choice. In contr0st, only 3% work on problems that
ioJ'1$'were recommended either by private industry or international organiSat
!'It·
None was involved in any studies at the request of the national govern~
1... bz'e ekdown of the data collected gave the follo\-/ingfigures :-
About 71% indicate that their current research projects are
perce:ved as important to governrrent policy makers and to the future of
the country; about 4~1o reported that their present studies are a
continuation of the same problems which they started in their graduate
schools overseas; about 30% have embarked on new lines of r~search (frO~rcl1
those of their graduate period); and about 21% have modified t~eir reseo
interests in order to suit local conditions. In addition there are so~
others (about 20%) who are working on projects because there were fundS
'eS j.rand facilities available to enable them to carry out specific stUc.1- 5'
tj.otl
which they have been recommended by foreign and international organi~P
·"ateOnly one in the sample was working on a problem recommended by a pr~
industry.
(10) Ope Cit.
(11) Or. Cit.
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By scientific disciplines, among those who perceived that their
Ctll:'rents udies are important to government policy-makers and to the
future of the country, predominant; are life-scientists-agriculturi:::l (100%),
and general life sciences (71%). In contrast, the physical scientist (58%)
and engineering scientist (38%) are less certain that their current
tesearch work is important to the government and the future of the
country. The latter are also the ones more likely to contlnue working on
the Snrne scientific problems which they started in graduate school overseas
(50 . .and 69% respectively). A portial explanation for this is thnt prob?blv
there are fewer sectors in the country to which they cen relate their
research activities.
It may also be due to the fact that they specialise in studies
that are less development-oriented and therefore inversely receive little
PUblic recogn';t;on . k "1 f th \........ and support for the~r wor • .t1. so, 0 ose "..t'110 work on
stUdies Which they perceive to be of direct concern to government policy-
~ers and are important to society are scientists in the older generations.
<\flparently, the length of time since their return from their education
and training overseas has made it possible for them to settle down in
the'lr prOfessional activities and to relate their studies more directly
to th .e problems that concern the country.
BESEJ..R01 v:..P.iJ)IGM ( 12)Basic or Applied
The distinction between basic and applied research is a matter
Of 9r
N eat complexity. It is not always possible to make a clear cut
"<1.st·
q' lnction. But for the purposes of our discussion, basic research is
l.lt\ed atth a further knowledge or understanding of the subject matter of
e stUdy .t ' rather than a practical application thereof. In bas~c research,
t i
t s ~ore likely that the scientist have no specific policy or problem-
~lQ.ted"~ objectives but are free to follow their scientific curiosity
"(let'
e eVer it might take them. In applied research, the scientist are
1ll0t·
l\1Clted
Clt not
by a desire for the outcome of the research to be useful whe thar
for profit or for humanitarian purposes.
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From the study it seems that on the whole, about 59% of the
l'leS
scientists reported that from their perspectives, they perceived thetnS
c
as being engaged in applied-oriented rather than basic-c,riented research-
Approximately about 40% view themselves as being engaged in basic
research. On further examination we find that in describing their work
orientation as "basic", often, it may just be tangential to or at the
fringe of the central thrust of the larger international science. such
knowledge may indirectly be of international scientific value eventuallY'
but it is not part of the global major area of interests.
Roughly 58% of the sample are oriented to applied research in
which they envision their present work as being of immediate use in
Malaysia. Examples of such work are those dealing with agriculture i.e.
genetic studies in cattle production for example : biological such as e$ ~
orchid physiology, genetics and enzymes of food, plant genetic resourc
. e is
conservation, paraSite serology etc. This group envision thct sc~enc
tt truth
and~mean 0 serve many ends, of which the se~rch for absolute "
knowledge is important, but not the only objective. For most of them,
. ed '0':/
they prefer that the training, methods, and factual knowledge ga~n 'c~. cc.tl.
scientists to be directly related to areas of public needs. The arpl~ evl
of knowledge is for them as important as the creation and gaining of P
knowledge.
'ed'"
The physical scientists are only mcderc.:telyinvolved in applJ.,tt
oriented studies. Some in these fields are found to have less oppc.rtUP"·o~S. setl.
to relate to practical-oriented studies; they l~ck sectors or orga~
f thej.!or professions that are ready to support or accept the product 0 ~esee~
research findings. They often view their wcrx as not having any for
technological or other applied consequences. They believe that a pure .~
scientist must not be deflected from pursuing fields of study bY wor~:;Plj
t po-
about social consequences. They suggested that a researcher canno ~
t
.. t apnotan a.ca.pee the practical derivatives of his work , and th .refore c 'e5'Ie!}.
held responsible for the potential use or misuse to which his diSCO ~c
might be put to. They strongly feel that the research for new kn
ow1e
in their own specialised field is im nrtant.
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In short a majority of the scientists in the physical and life-
general share the norms that encourage the open-ended explorations of
new ideAs, which is incorporated into the concept of basic research. (13)
DEGREE OF COOPERATION BETWEEN THE UNIVEU_SITIES J.LNDTHE OTHER SEcrORS
There is limited participation on the part of the professional
groups and its agencies, business, Locel private industry and other segments
in the country in contributing to the growth ane use of the nation's academic
based scientific research capacities.
Approximately 85% of the scientists actively engaged in research
~e to be found in the universities. Most of them also indicate that they
~e constantly in touch with recent developments in the world-wide scientific
literature, and that they are excellent sources of information on current
clevelopments in their own fields of specialisation. Yet overwhelmingly,
their skills and knowledge with respect to research are evidently seldom
t'ecog .nl.sed in the wider society. They are rC:l.relyapproached. by policy-makers,
ad .Ininistrators in any sector outside the academic world for any professional
OJ::' technical advice, fer conducting specific studies or research that concern
the ~ople and the country.(14) A possible reason for this current
~atisfactory state of affairs is that the differences in the aims and
t:i~ Schedule of university and government research cannot easily be re-
concil~ ed. Government research involve classified information which cannot
PUblished or released to the press and such research must often be
Calli 1P eted within a relatively short period. However academics can maintain
C::°nf'l.dentiallty also there are also a large numberJof areas in which
t' 'eSear h .a c does not utilise classified information. For example, there ~s
nUl'gent need for research on problems of natural resources and the environ-
r~nt ,..• o.:>ecurityprcb lems are not likely to arise cut of the public~ti(':'1of
sQC:h\In projects. In fact, as a rule, research on technological problems is
likely t raise any security problem and very often it is pr.ecisely in
these areas that the government lack expertise ~nd require assistance.
~ Cit.
~. Cit·
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Instead, foreign academics under the auspices of various technological
assistance prO<]rammes are given access to the so-called "confidential
information". It is difficult to see why Malaysian academics are not (15)
suitable or'are regarded as security risks while foreign accdemics are not.
other suggestions also include the fact that the university system
in Malaysia contintleS to be structurally rigid and traditionally patterned
in some ways. CUrrent university policies are focused largely on teaching.
Uni versi ties have not assumed an important function in the grmdng
professionalisation of science as an occupation, and in introducin0
research and development as an aspect of business. industry, adnunistratiOn
and the institutional life of the society. None of the universities studied
have established any kind of independent research centres or institutes
that focus their activities primarily on research.(16)
Under these circumstances, the university system in Malaysia
remains pn influential system of higher education and its scienti~ts
engage in moderate research activities organised primarily for achieving
delimited scholarly goals and purroses. Given the confines of this SituatiOn,
it will not yet become an effective system of research in the country.
hny form of lin~age between the universities, the gGvernment, and
the govt.-sponsored research institutes, business and local private
industry are only in the form of a loose structure, created and maintained
mainly by ad-hoc individual efforts of individual scientists and their
(18)counterparts.
It is not surprising therefore that the general under_develorment
. . ti°tl'of hnkage systems has slowed down the estab!ishmcnt of viable communl.C3
collaboration and mutual confidence between the academics and those outside
the academic institutions. It has also slowed down the creating of sharee. !8~
understanding and inhibited the selecting of prabl ms, technical and finanC
support for research, and in the transmission of res~arch findings to
prospective end users.----------------~~----------~
(15) Chee Peng Lim & M. Sahathnncn 1980
(16) ~\bu Hassan Osman 1980
(17) Ope Ci't:..
(18) Ope Ci.,i.
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AC;cessibility t:)faci,lities for research
Almost all of the scientists inte~\<iewed reported that they
hace enough of items such as textbooks, journals, bulletins, teachnical
reports, laboratory space, equipments and specimens. However there is
a Complaint that there is not enough of liter1ture in the vernacular language.
~out 99% of the journals are imported. ~herefore there is a heavy dependency
onf " (19)oJ;'e:L<;psources as media of references for their scientific work.
Physical dimension
The presence of adequate physical facilities are important as they
ITlQke for enthusiasm, ded.i.ca t i.on and feeling of involvement in work amonq
sc:' . 'lentlsts as well as making possible the work itself. Those who do not have
the necessary equipment, specime~s and other materi~ls to conduct their
re~earch are mainly the engineering scientists and to a lesser extent
the general life scientist. Complaintsf~~ the engineering group include:-
th . .-at the quality of equipment that they have are mostly less sophisticated,
less adequate than they need for engaging in the kinds of projects that
the\,~ Wantr Examples of disappo~ntments from the life sciences on the other
hand ', lonclude'the f'rus trat;ons of having to v:ait for a long time, between
6 ~Onths to a yea~ or more for the arrival of equipment or specimens and
other materials ordered froru abroad , They reflect that these up-setting
Qel.a 'isalmost without exception have diminished their inner enthusiasm and
lessened their capacity to fulfill projected research targets as well as
<.1ffect t ,(20)heir, further work tlme table.
. .
~ocial dim n3100
s About .two thirds of the scientists said that they require help
uC:h't'n as Lab , assistants but that they do not get this kind of assistance at aLl,
ere' .
f' ls also the complaint of the lack of colleagues who are in the same
l.~ld
Sl\,... • l-1any r -t ort th- t they ar on of a kind in their own field of
M:!C: 'lalisation, end therefo 'c hav practically no opportunities to interact
~-------------------------
~.
~.
• •• 12/-
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as well as t.o relate to other scientists ','lith commonintl::rcsts in their
institutions or even in the country. This problem it secmsis mor.eprominen
t
in the physical and engineering scd.enccs, ThrS'_ scientists stress the greater
need to increase the training of the pre5~nt staff in their own field and to
"expand the number in their fi ....ld in order that. tht.:¥ will have colleagues
with whomthey can not only talk over th(; centent of their research :qut
also with whomthey can embark on new t.eam research.
'Ot'SI
There are also grievances OV~'rthe lack r.f encouragement from super)..
passive leadership <:..ndexcessive bun::aucratic atTll()spheremaintained by
superiors in their units.
Dish'ibution of rese:arch projects
.stS;
research projects hnve been done by the life genC!ral and the medic31 scient)..
From the study it was ShO'wI.that the highest number person of
moderately so for the enqin=er rnq scie:ati~ts and is the lowest a onq the
life and agricultural scientists.(21)
EowMalaysian sCier.tist.i er:visinr. their Oironprofesf'ional roles
IN SOCIETY"
F'__"omthe study, it appear's that ther _ are tw.. dorrd.nant; cc.tegories
of opinion as to what is the rele of the scientist 1:.oiroardsociety. (1)
Those who feel notivated ts> contribute kr.owledg~',,:hich rr:ig~lt\ enefit thcir
own society. These are comrson amongthe life sci nCI:.:Sbut less so in tJ1e
physical and engineering scienc _ (2) l'hose who prim ry. i.terest Ls ei tli~r
"search for tr.uth in their own field, no matt(r who be lefits". These al'C
to be found more"in the physical and engine r inc sciences. It is t.hou9httnC
that the second group mayhave devl!loped such sl..nti nts as d e."lt of
poor supporting systems )f th ir kno'.rJkdq whe re '1.S in _ r tr st t -r.hi
s
:
the life-sciences have genrally b ' n ccnvcntional fi "ds in he c....unt9'
with better developed suppor.ting sys ems.(22)
(21) Op~ Cit.'
(22) Ope Cit.
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Research and Developmen~
The purpose of national dE'evelopmentis to improve the quality of
life of our citizens - to provide ft.r all our fellowmen a life of joy
and creativity embracing physical, mentul, moral and spiritual well-being;
economic security, political integrity, sociala life in which there is
jUstice ,
lTtorality
environmental amenity, peace of mind, c.ultural enrichment,
Llndspirjtuality. It 'is not to provide materinl gratifications
alone because human we Tl=beLnq is not ,necessal:ily equated to materialistic
POs . (23) . tsesslonsv SClence and technology should no only help in providing
the necessary prereqlcisiti.::s far miJ.terial well being therefore, but it
Should aLso playa rcle Ln po l.Lt.Lcn I decision making, in economic planning
anc:other roles of t.h« g'overnrr,ent as '.,;ell as the people, by providing
the relevant scientific iIlf-)l:lIlfitioll ahout the facts to be considered,
~:J.Y. Then~fore scientific resc2rch must take into account the developmental
l'l.eedsof the nation in crde r that if: r-ay tr,-,ly play the .rcLe that has been
Set out for it in the WJOVI2.
It has been pointed out t.hat; it is better for us to De d nation
Of ada.ptors rather than of great scientists as \l!l"it tends to exist in
cleve1 . ,OPlng nations (especially so in ":11e extreme cases is a scientific
C:apabl'l ty t h.l h' twhich is not or Lent.cd to local needs bu W lC aris edd is
Pt.lr!O.u'
U lng (and often failing to reach) the
Of 'l::h ., e lntern.:ltional
been found to bt true of the case Brrr.ngst our owr. scientists (see section 2).
foshionablc fleeting coat; - tails
(24) T . tscientific community. nlS Oissessmen nas also
There is
t'es eurch
'..iet'e
to result in a high GNP it only often means thiJ.t only f\ small
sec:t .
lon of the population is Ij .ring in luxury", whilst the majority of
thl':>
, PE>OPlestill live under PP61::ing conditions, such as in the rural
Qj;-eas
for -xan Le with no arncni i.es ei.d facilitiE"s ,,'orth mentioning
il\t~,
c::t1eb}e to t m, (26) ~It has
:tot' u
PP1Ying science end t chnology cen be percGived as Lnt roduc.inq or
......
also no c('"r'l'(>l ion betw~en high exp:nditure on pure
(25)with f j_ nanci al returns" Besides, evcYlif scientific research
Lso been pointed out the; pres ..mt; mechanisms
(:?3)
Cin F\mg
«4) K e, 1978: 2
«5) Oke O.L. 1980: 125
(26) Mohd. Hashim 197 : 6
~.
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reinforcing a "dualis'l:icsociety", i.e. a s~ciety ir.which only- Cl
privileged minority, mostly in the urban areas, benefit from it.
The resulting disparity in living standards should be of conCl.rn to
(27)all of us.
It is in view of all th~se considerations that we feel that
indigenous science is an important, at least 'partial solution' to
the problem because its goal wouLd be, the spreading (1) utilisation
of scientific know-how to the greatest number of people, in the most thor
oUgl1
extent possible. We are not saying that we should stop or discourage
research in basic or fundamental sc i.ence- becaus(~ ''''0. definitely need thiS
for the scientific capability and sciEntific integrity of the country,
as we ll.as it being important in principle. What we would like to see is .3
situation in which we build up a strong and successful indigenouS scientifiC
knowledge and capability. We are at the same time awar'e t.hat. there is a ~t !1djJl~
strong opinion that regard it as a general rule that an increased unders .3
vcr:
of the universe, however out of the way, .pu.::l.:l.i.m:, however eul"preFllhowe
useless a new knowledge may seem, it has 2.1 ays ended in some practical/ . de!
useful application even if sometimes indir",ctly. The question We must consl-
howeve.':'is, are we willing to wait?
tl1e
Our opinion is that time and money is "lg3.instus. 'Jecannot afford
luxury of too much curiosity-oriented research and even the traditional
pure science teaching without modifying it to include indigenous component~2S)
if we really want science to make the impact cn our country's development.
Areas where indigenous scienc(_:can be developed
Of course ""edo not;I,retend to be x 'rts in the field of
indigenous science, neither are we going to , able to give a v"'ry
deep understanding of what; for~a c:xactly it should h vc ..·This w(')uld
have to be the cask of 11 our dedicatEd scientists. In any ase, to
begin with, it seems that succ ssful cas s of p roprint t>chnol09Y
(27)
(28)
Ope Cit" ...
Oke O.L. 1980
•••15/-
or appropriate science in nori-westez'ncountries are quite difficult
to find and document, or that not much has been documented. There was an .
example of a dry cell manufactured in southern India in which it was
Claimed that a non-capital intensive method is genuinely competitive against
large-scale 'western technology'. But how many of such cases can we·cite
in th . (29)e developing countrles? .
Therefore having borne this difficulty in mind we nevertheless
have laid down the following examples of areas where indigenous science
can be developed and applied. Most people would be quite familiar with
these fields. The list is not drawn according to degree of priority nor
clOes it pretend to be exhaustive.
Fields Tasks/Problems
to be addressed
Subjects could be .
involved
:.
hGRIQJLTURE
fiSheries
fruit CUltivation
f-r .aQ.r.~ngtechnology
nl.malbreeding
Development ·of bett2r
breeds' for higher yields
Better, safer pest control.
Better. fertilisers that use
more organic, local materials.
Devise technology for
preservation of local fruits,
vegetabl~s, and other farm
produce for export and
cheaper local supply.
Look at mor~ traditional
methods as they are more
dependent on cheap in-
digenous resources.
Genetic O1emist
fJlicrobiology
Sociology
ENVIRONMENT
air
water
land
Sea
forests - flora, fauna, national
parks. Need for conservation.
Safe exploitary techniques. .
Minimise pollution, damage t~
landforms, Management of natural
resources
Zoology Botany
Physics O1emistry
Geology
Engineering
E:NERGY&
SOlar
wat r
wind
organic
Tr nsport Recycling; transfor~a~ion of onencrgv form to another. Che~per
and cleaner a~d less polluting
_trol; morc efficient transport.
Microbiology.
Physics
Engines;ring
O1erristry
Com~uter-technologym ttcr
256 I
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It should be pointed out perhaps that indig~nous science as
applied in the areas mentioned above would re~uire a multi disciplinary
approach for its,implementation and that it would al.sorequir" R high
degree of cooperation between all the sectors involved in resc~rch.
That is, it seems to call for exactly ·...hat; is lacking at the moment in
our country as discussed earlier in section 2.
The feeling of the scientist is porhaps undc r-scandeb Le if we
look at ~1e early days of his training as a scientist. In an are~ of
pure science, if you want to become a star you normally have no
h ' l'n the areo'c Olce but to jump on the band-wagon of the most topical subject
The topic may be one initiated by an emi.nent;scier.tist, whi.cr:is described
by the experts as the hot srot for potent:al stars, and the fact that all
neS1the big names are there is suffici ,nt to attract young potenti 1 researc
who after o~taining their Ph. D. will find tt difficult to change their
field but inste.:\d,in turn will at ract morc>people into the sar. fi Id.
1.130, most if not all of the initiating ideas co from the western
countries nd non from the developing n tions. Ev 1 if we v, re to trY
to initiate one her it will be difficult to ilt r through 1~cau5e
WE; have not got the mnnpov r, th cqui m nt tolond e nee S5 ry funding and
4.. Problems
4 ..1 0bstacle against indiqenous science
The idea of indiginous science itself may not be very well received
as many scientists normally are still not concerned with the development
of the country, but are only concerned with the qrowth of science only for
its own sake. This,is perhaps because of the fact that we in the developing
countries feel that science in conjunction \vith ~echnology, has contributed
greatly to the economic development of the industrialised countries and~
so we assume that expansion of scientific research & teaching as is done
in these countries will automatically lead,t( wealth. We also seem to
forget t.latthese countries have between 80-90% of the world Is research
, (30)power buc only 25% of the wor Ld 's popu Lati.on,
(30) Ope Cit.
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influence to project them~ Ideas initiated by eminent scientists are
more readily accepted and diffuse more rapidly down the line f rom
elsewhere. ..
Lack of communication i"ndcooperation between +he universities
and the other rescdrch bodies.
Those who are in t.ho research business know under what difficult
Situations they are working in, and in many cases the country does not
appreciate or understand what they ore doi.nq , Thc::yare therefore criticised
and their work seen as not relevant and they are said to be living in an
'IVory ':'ower'• Whenever. there is an '2conomic crisis, the university is
the first pLace that fel~ls the pinch due to a drastic cut in research and
teaching equipment, no grant for chemicals and equipment, no travelling
~nds for conferences etc, Most unfortunately also, our industrialists
do not see the value of research carried out in the universities, & they
oVerlook the results (unlike those in the industrialised countries) or the
iInpactit could make in industry and so +hey arC'not:'f!'Qadyto pump money
illt o research. As has been mentioned earlier, there is also little
C:OIlSUltationdone by the government, as evident from the minimal involvement
Of the scientists in governrn~nt-based projects.
All this inevitably will Lerid to 3. lot of '>J?lstagein the form
Of d 'UPl~cation of efforts, underutilisation of equipment., manpower
etc:.
The task entrusted to the NCSRD is to coordin2te ond monitor
t~SE!arch ' t'l' t' ft activities of the nation to ensure maXlmUlTiu 1 lsa lon 0
esou1. rces avoid wasteful duplication., However lack of concerted national
eade .rSh~p exists due to th organisati~n not having financial and administrativ
C:olltrOlover the various r search organisations.
Possibly the 1 ck of gre ter cooperation between the sectors and
~.
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the universities is because of the fuct that the government planners
and politicians in power h~ve a negntive view of the competence of our
local scientists. The long period of colonia} rule which did not end
until 1957 saw the growth in the Malaysian r",blic of (}compelling
preferences for things foreign. It wou Ld be naive to bo Li.eve that this (31) .
preference does not extend to the question of jcint rescilrch, as well.
4.3 University credit system
As has been pointed out 2arlier, whilst the existing university
system imposes a heavy teaching burden on the scientists, it does not
at the same time give the~ due credit for it. Criteria for promotions
are still, largely based on the amount of research carried out by th~
scientists. This is felt to be quite an unsatisfactory urrangerrent
as it is a well known and understandable fact that those who have heavy
teaching commitments will no longer have enough time to devote to research.
4 ..4 ;vIisconceptionsabout scL;no' itself
(especially intbe l";qh::of its social and cultur:,.}~ontexts)
OUr inadequate understunding cf sci.ence (for exarnpIe, what;do
we know about its ethos, its philosophy in reLa+i on to ot.ner-s, its
relationship with the cultural, scciul und re~iaious aspects of our
lives as well as its limitations) can sometimes Lend tC' im ature
ideas about what we should and should not expect fron-it especially
if we were to consider that dev.lopment and progress should ot only
be looked upon as purely materialistic in nature.
rttCt'lt
hssuming t.nat;this seminar has as on of its ob iectives the nl1ance
of positive values in science educ~tion, it should also he pointed out
that in any debate betwc n ur and Jpli·d scinnc~, ~h re is also the
need to understand mer deeply (philosophically for exam 1 ) this hing
that we all call sci once.
(31) Chee P ng Lim & M. S h hn n 19 0
, 2e;9
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How long have we known and ·d)hbled \-vi th science as a nation?
History tells us that starting with the industrinl revolution especially
in England, scienc0 has brought man closer and closer to the utopia
that Bacon envisaged it would infue 17th century~. But Itltely we he2r
that it was science. that resulted in the decline of religion in the
..West in the 17th and 18th centuries. It has even been accused of .
h . (32)av~r.gbecome a religion in its own right with its ::)\".npriests. 1
ShOUld we nod our head and agree that the same wou Ld and therefore should
happen with us too, Perhaps it will not be too pre sumpbuous+r, mention
too thF> fact that science is confronting our tri.iditicniJIbeliefs even
at this moment. By this we do not meam to he (inti-progress Gnd modernisation
but science we must remember has largely been a 'I!esterncultural
manifestation and that to be truly fair to our selves we must make it go
through a process of acculturation before it is rc·ally a part of ourselves.
It may be alright for those whe are lucky enough to know better perhaps,
but What of our younger and more vulnerable generations? As science
edUcators do we not owe them an explanation of or C1.nexposure to alternative
thinking systems besides that of science. 'alis is espec.ieLl.y necc~ssary
at present because increasingly it is becoming obvious t.hat; science cannot
llt'ovideman with all the answers. Hence th~rs is a need for science to
be COUched within u viable cultural setting and it is left to us to decide
What kind of setting tbat is most suitable for us •
•
s. Problem 4.2
This problem can perhups be overcome by 'developing a national
stt'at bIb tegy which could amongst ot.he r things m::lintaina "l. ance e ween
nQSSion or goal-o~iented and pure or curiosity-oriented research; ensure
that there b t th tis a close communication system c ween e governmen ,
\In:tversityand industry so thnt the expected and the unex!)ected'results
Of r~search could be tested and put to use rapidly; ensure th3.t in
both PUre and
So th~ at th L~ can be in turn, high degree of .ross-fertilisation and
ntmal dUplication of efforts.· (33)~---------------------------~---
pplied research there is a high degree of coordination
d P. 1975, 3-8
v.n.o. ; NST 3 7.83 r
I
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To also overcome the problem of dl..lplicaticnof efforts nnd
wastage of facilities and manpower, it has be"m suggested that a spc::cific
information centre be set l..lp••(34) It could be un independent organisation
or it could form one wing of the NSCRD. This centre could be called
the Halaysian Scientific, Documentation and Information Centre (f>1J.I.SDIC)
and it would play the multi-purpose role of collecting, docur-errt i.nq (35),
and disseminating informv.tion relev.::mtto Malay·-;ianscience ann.technologY'
MASDIC could also function as the national cerrt ro ch.i.of Ly to cooroinate
the nation's scientific information resources~ tap the worldfs store.
of information resources and d.i.sserm.nat;ethe information collected.
MrlSDIC would also be very valuable ~s researchers, agricultur"llists
and industrialists so far C21nonly obtflin their infor:nation from no further
than their own library. t-1hSDICthen, would be able'to widen their horizon
more" In England for example industries con go to specinl libraries
that give them information about their latest field of interest.·(36)
5. Problem 4.3
It has been sho~~ that eontrary to popular belief there is
no correlation whatsoever between' the quality of t2'aching in 'auniversity
d t
. - (37)an he quality as well as the quantlty of research. As a matter
of fact it seems that teaching and resLarch need not'necessarily go hand
in hand and that a good teacher may sometime do very little reseClrch whil(~
De)
the brilliant researcher could be the worst of teachers.- As such(
it has been suggested that ffHalaysia should recognise this f ct by
placing the university-bas d res~arch under the win1s of ~ body or
ministry which is not prim~rjJy conc ':rnr~d with ec.ucclticn- a sort of ell
N t
. reseClia Lonal Reseerch Orgl'tnisationwhose functior is t Lan an finance
within the public sector, to c0ordinat~ privat und public res~archers
and to do all this with the im of m3intaining ~ b~l-nse b~tween ?plicd
and pure r~8 arch.(39)
(34) • Yoong, Sirr,-joo, •Monic 1982
(35) • °E· Cit 0
(36) • °E· Cit.
( 37) Hall V.M.D. (N.S.T. ~.7.83)
(38) 00. Cit.
(39) °E· Cit.
21')1
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5. Suggestions for itnprovement (4.1 & 4.4.)
We believe that one key solution to these two problems is through
education. Indigenous science could perhaps be instituted in the existing
CUrricula not only at the university level but also before that. Through
tho1S means students could be taught to appreciate what already eXists,
by giving priority to local examples in their science curricula. Perhaps
this is something to be emphasised even more. at the university level.
Postgraduate students should as far as possible be encouraged to work
on problems that actually exist or are relevant to the local environment.
As for the social-cultural and religious contexts of science, a
SUb"Ject such as the history, philosophy and sociology of science could
be Illade compulsory for all university and college students say. Such
COUrses could also be introduced in the training 'of administrators such as
~t INTAN and other government training agencies.
It should also be emphasised that over-specialisation could
sOl1'letimes be a disadvantage. Very few practical problems in nature
QJ:-e tnone-disciplinary in nature, knowledge in more than one branch of science
~ always necessary. In this context science subjects which are
IlI.lltt-disCiPlinaryin nature should be given great emphasis·..•Such an
~rtant science subject as environmental ~cien~~ cannot afford to be
leftQ out for example. Over specialisation is also a disadvantage at the
egree level as it has been found that science graduates from universities
~e n to generally tailored for research work upon their graduation,
tlncj th ere is a necessitYLy of training guiding and upgrading of capability
ot).~ (40)
they enter the respective research organisations.- Could this
~lso bh e a side-effect of the scientists not having enough time on their
~sas tia result of their heavy schedule as already been men oned
~~lier?
·See Mohd Ali Hassan _ Proceedings and Report on "Geoscience education
Workshcp" 1982, K.L. GSM.
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6. Summary and Conclusion
(1) In view of the fact that as a developing nation V~laysia
faces the need for an evaluation of the amount of money spent on sciep~
research, it is thought that perhaps indigenous science can play
a role.
ed
(2) by indigenous science is generally meant science that is b~
on local materials, conditions, needs and environment.
(3) Most university scientists feel that they do not have enO~~
time to spend on their research because of heavy teaching and or ad~S
duties. Hence it is hoped that the a~thorities concerned could chanqe ~
the situation, since the scientists are playing a vital role in inst~
a major part of the future scientific intelligentsia and personnel wil
O
are essential tb the nation.
of appl5.ed(4) If we are to view indigenous science in the context
research for a start as well as research that have importance to toe
future of the country it seems that quite an important contribution &~
d agt'i
is being made by scientists who are predominantly in the life an st
1."n coptf8fields, as well ~s some in the general life sciences. This is fteP
to those who are in the physical and engineering sciences who more 0
are of the opinion that their work is not relevant to the countrY-
(5) It was found that the older scientists are going
research projects as ~ompared to the younger scientists. ThiS is ipt
due to the fact that the former would have had more time to acqua
themselves with the local conditions and therefore the problem areaS
that need attention.
. 'i ~
(6) On the whole, about half of our scientists feel that t}1
e
tJ'le
actually ~ngaged in basic research. Hence if we were to agree witO
int .....y oa
vif'l!1po of view that the best situ tion that we could have is w
(
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a balance between both pure and applied research. it seems on the
~face of it at least that at least in the universities the balance may
'Iq\le just been achieved. However, a majority of the physical and life
S<:itntiststill have the "science for science sake" philosophy.
~ (7)h problem that must be highlighted when considering science
searchs as a whole is the lack of cooperation between the various research
~ctors '. .of ~n the country ..It is felt that this has led to wastage in the form
,as ~;>lication of efforts, under utilisation of expensive equipments as well
~. eXPert' manpower. It is also stressed that the government and public
'lOlJld~l get rid their greater preference for things that are foreign and
~ ~re on the local scientists. This too could save the country an enormous
~, t Of resources. It has been suggested that this problem could be
oI.\led~ Perhaps by the setting up of a coordinating body and a sound national
ence Policy ..
~ (S) CUrrent university pol~cies are focussed largely on teaching
the. '
~~t se~entists can only engage moderately in research. Given the
SYS1:e~S of the· situation therefore it may not yet become an effective
Of research in the country.
(9)~~l Examples of fields where indigenous science could address
f t
~~t 0 have also been given. From this it is clear that a multi-disciplinary
Clach~~ is Very necessary. One way indigenuity in science could be instituted
t'hapsthrough special emphasise on it in the science curricula.
~ (10) 'T>L •~le\l -ne: need for a greater understanding of the soci.e l and cuJ.,tural
s; Clnce
-"IIl(! and importance of science is also discussed, and this need
hl" ~rhapnqlCls S be fulfilled by the introduction of courses called the history,
~~ °Phy .~~ and the sociology of science. Such courses are already taught
t~ sc:teS~~i nee faculties at the University of Malaya and the National University
"el".z for example ..
AZIZANBAHARUDDIN& MOHl\MADLIHAS1~
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Appendix B: Current Projects or Research in Selected Government
Organisation (After SIRIM 1978)
No• NQme of Orgunisation..___1. ~B-----------------------------------------------------ank Negnra f1alaysia a) Computerisation of Bank's operations
b) Macro Econometric model for the Malaysian
Economy
c) Agricultural Financing
d) Flow of Fund Analysis
Defence Research Centre
Min. of Defence, K.L.
3,
Federal Dept. of Agri-
CUlture
4,
Forest research Insti-
tute Kepong Selangor
5,
GeOlogical Survey of
Malaysia K L (HQ)Jl ,. 0
n, Gurney
6,
~nstitute
QSearch
K.!... '
for medical
Julan Pahang,
" f.:J\I{DI
t\.lt (Malaysian Agricul, a)
tn el qeseurch Dev. .St.)
s,
1'11...nes Rcsearch Institute a)
b)
Current Projects/Research
a) MaterialS R&D on defence equipment, compona~ts
and stores
b) Quality Assurance Work on Military suppliGS
c) Preparation & Development of Defence std. and
specificCltions
d) Operational Research
a) Soil and analytical services
b) Crop production services
c) Crop protection services
d) Farm mechani sation services
e) Agricultural extension services
f) AgriculturCll education services
g) Coconut smallholders development scheme
a) Regeneration of hill forest
b) Control of competing and other weed plants
c) Ecological studies of Malayan forest
plantation
d) Forest measurements etc.
a) Systemic geological mapping on a country-wide
basis
b) Mineral prospecting operations and occurences
c) Explore for new metalliferous & non metalli-
ferous, and mineral fuels & related resources.
d) Search f.or sources of groundwater wher e
surface water supplies inadequate.
e) Investigations related to engineering and to
asseSS available reserves of construction
materials. etc.
a) Various research projects in medicine ego
acaralogy, biochemistry, bacteriology,
cytology, Filar iasis, Haema tology, Animal
resources, malaria, medical ecology
medical entomology, nutrition, parasitology,
pathology, rural health, serology &
immunology, stomatology, USA medical research
unit, virus
Research programmes in padi, oil-palm, hot-
ticulture, cocoa and coconut, field crops,
soils water and engineering, crop protection,
livestock improvement, economics st~tistics
and prcject development.
c)
d)
Alluvi~l tin prospecting
Study of the stability of mine faces and tailings
dumos
Min~ral processes selection
Fund~ental reseurch projects
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Appond.i.x C: Current Projects or Rcsoar ch in s(.'l'~ct,-".dPr Lvzrte
Orqo.nis:3.tions C,fter ~,I!U~~_1_9_7_8~) _.._______
No .------------------
~ Or9an._i_s_,"'!_t_i_0_nC._t_lr_.r_c_:n_t_P_l'_O_J_·c. c t .s!~rch
1,
J\gricul t.ur eL Chomi.co.Ls
(r-n Sdn , Bhd , ·P.O. Box
78, Butterworth, Pencng'
"9ricul t.ur ol R0search
~ Advisory Bureau
S
"2 miles, Ka j anq
o Lonq or
Th, rl.nalyticul L:1bocr:t-
tOrit.'s ....(E J,31an "\2/.1}1 '1" c. ,. - . .,
• .:.\v own Centre, P. a.
Binnic dan Rukan
P.O. Box 2610~ K.L.
s,
6,
Har .
(r r~sons & Crossfi~ld
1) Sdn Bhd, 70 Julun
'ITn. P':1ng K T, o.l..J.
t''lfll .' .
p 'lYa ilcid \vorks Bhd~taling Jnya'; -S.~l-:lngor ,
,'1) Fi<_·ld tusting of pe st i.c.i.des .i.n major crops in
1\'131 <1y sia,
b) FOl':71llJ·qtion st.udi.os p, deve Iopmen+ for formulae
of Agriclll t.ur al ch. :micC1.1products
c) Fc)llution cont.r ol and 1t::,stc water trc3.tment
d) Study on s+or aqo s trib.i.Li.t.y of formulated
compounds
e) Synthesis st.udL:~ of technical mater ii'll s
a) Soil survey un Endau-Rumpin project (rice)
b) Soil survey on the Kc1ont an state government
proj,-"ct
c) Soil sur vey on i'l gr,'15S ;,;roject in Pengel
Kecil Johor
a) Inv·:_stigiltion and ~tudy ::)f cf f Luerrt s from
Palm Oil Industries
a) KU2.ntan/Kemam3n- Salinity s+udi.os on t~
KoLant en & K.;rnman Riv,£s. i,lso sedimi::ntation
st.udi.cs on the: Kuant an river 0
h) E.1,.-Construction of '1 200 f t , high ':'.'Arthfill
dam. of c'p")city 7500 mil. qe.l.Loris in U. LilllC]Rt
c) Johor T2ngg,:1:'- .. Construction of ·3 30 ft. high
t;,'1rthfill darn ~1,f G'p:;city 880 milo 9'1110ns
at; the Sungli Lobam
d) Pon anq - Fe "'.si!.)ili ty study of i1 pumped st.Jclge
scheme to C'u:jm,.nt.IDw flow in the Sung<1i f'-1uda
a) f'1edific.l.tion 0: process to handLe arsenical by-
pr:-:-duc-cs
b) Prc1im:'nary rer.1ovCl1of impurities in lo\:' C]rade
ore
c) Hrsenic ,...nd lCE\d A,sso.ys in biologiCi:ll s"1mp10s
viz h'lir, 113i15, urine, blood etc.
;:.) Bn:cdinIJ, sc=lQction 'md \;vl.ludtion of n(;;:w
cuJtivates
b) f':ajor comm.::::ci;'l St~"pLL ~s of imr;~ov(:.drubbLcr,
eil-calm .J"d coco::. ')l::mtJ.ng r.'3ter la1 s to
t2st ltLS 2nd s..n11 holdings in l'lalaysia
,.'Iir pollut.ion unit contrcll operation. ·:md
analysis on S) 2 1nd S03, Experim,mt and obser-
v, tion 0= n~1t. pnJduc:.:.::;.
Projccts/RuSL::1rch: Oil pnlms, gcnercll .:gronomy,
crop prot,:ction, pollution palm oi 1 1:-1tLx,
An .1ysiso
